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INTERSTELLAR GRAPHITE IN METEORITES: GROWING COMPLEXITY, 
IMPLIED BY ITS NOBLE-GAS COMPONENTS 

Sachiko Amari*, Roy S. Lewis*, and Edward Andersy, *Eruico Femi  Institute, Univem'ty of 
Chicago, Chicago, IL  6063 7-1433, USA; t Physikalkches Institut, University of Bern, Swikerland 

We recently succeeded in localizing the venerable Ne-E(L) component in a -1 ppm 
carbonaceous se arate from the Murchison C2 chondrite, consisting of fluffy and dense grains 
and showing 6C values up to + 8000 %o [I]. A further sue separation indicated that the Ne- 
E(L) is enriched in large, dense, graphitic grains [2], and that the C* anomalies are confined 
to a subclass of these grains, of round shape and 15-6 pm size [3]. 

Continuing these efforts, we have processed a new Murchison sample by a variant of 
the Chicago procedure [4], designed to recover "(3," the carrier of Ne-E(L). The initial 
carbonaceous residue of -4 x lo4 ppm was cautiously oxidized to remove the bulk of the 
organic matter, and was further processed by a series of density and size separations to yield 4 
fractions.totaling 2.3 ppm (KE1 to KFCl), a l l21  pm in size but ranging in density from 1.6 to 
2.20 g/cm3 (Table 1). 

Table 1. Ne and Kr in Carbon Separates from Murchison* 

Sample Density Abund. f+ t z ~ e ~ ( ~ )  &a Ne-E(L) fl IS?*-s Ne-E(L) 
g;/cm3 ppm % l f l  cc/g ~e~~ %5800° ~ m ~ / ~  Kr82 

'Ne-E(L) concentrations are summed tolUOOO C 
+f = fraction of total Ne-E(L) in rneteorits~ulk Murcbison has 2.Mx cc/g Ne-E(L)] 
' ~ m a r i  et al. (1990) Orgueil separate, Jungck and Eberhardt (1979) 

All samples are. highly enriched in Ne-E(L) compared to the classic sample Orgueil 
D l*  [5], and two of them approach the previous record setter, Murchison LFCl [2]. 
Together, they account for 66% of the Ne-E(L) in the bulk meteorite. In isotopic purity (as 
measured by the ~ e ~ / ~ e ~ ~  ratio), only KE1 sets a new record, by a small margin. 

Two kinds of Ne-E!L). Surprisingly, the release curves of the 4 samples differ 
markedly (figure; all temperatures refer to the tungsten heating coil; sample temperatures are 
100-200" lower); KE1 has only a single broad peak, but the other 3 samples have two large 
peaks, separated by a minimum at 800" C. The higher peak, at -950" C, is not due to Ne- 
E(H) from Sic, which on our system comes at -1600" C. Indeed, the last 3 samples have a 
shoulder at - 1600" C, and all show the enhancement of Kr-S and Xe-S at 1600-1800" C that is 
characteristic of Sic. Evidently the -950" peak comes from some carrier other than Sic. A 
hint of this peak was present in earlier studies [2,5], which showed some "tailing" of the Ne- 
E(L) peak toward higher T. 

The proportion of this new carrier is highest in the densest fraction, KFC1, where only 
16% of the Ne-E(L) is released at 2800 C. Perhaps this carrier is a relatively well-ordered 
form of graphite, which would explain both the high density and the high release temperature. 
The Ne-E(L) concentration of KFCl is lower than that of its siblings (-5000 vs - 13,000x 
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cm3/g), which may imply either a lower intrinsic gas concentration or dilution by a gas-poor 
phase. An ion probe study obviously comes next. 

Planetarv Ar. Kr. Xe. The heavy noble gases, typified here by @ (Table 1) are 
released in a broad peak around 1200" C, between "Ne-E(L2)" and Ne-E(H). The difference 
in release temperatures does not preclude location in the same carrier, given the slower 
*ion rates of heavy noble gases. But the amounts of planetary noble gases are not 
proportional to those of Ne-E(L2). Presumably ArKrXe are located in a carrier that 
resembles the Ne-E carriers in density and chemical resistance, i.e. graphite, but of domestic 
rather than foreign manufacture. Examination by ion probe [3] has already shown that the 
majority of dense carbon grains in LFC1 have isotopically normal C, so there are plenty of 
candidates for this new, oxidation-resistant, camer of planetary noble gases. (It contains only 

of the total Kr and Xe in the meteorite.) 
A Super-carrier of s-Process Gases? All samples have substantial amounts of Xe-S 

and especially Kr-S (Table I), which are released mainly between 1000" C and 1600" C, the 
range for Sic. Su risingly the gas concentrations-except for KEl-are higher than those for 
pure Sic, e.g. Krsg= 30-165 x 10-l0 cm31g vs 20-32 x 10-lo cm31g [6,7/. A similar trend was 
previously found for LFC1 [2]. SEM-EDX shows < 10 % Sic in the parent samples of KE1- 
KFC1, and the proportion in the daughter samples must be similarly low, judging from the 
densi and color. Thus, if the s-process gases are contained in Sic, their concentrations must 'Y be 10 -10% higher than those of pure Sic separates! 

This may mean that the s-process gases are located mainly in a small subfraction of Sic 
that is intimately associated with graphite. We do not yet have an accurate material balance, 
but it seems that the total amount of Kr-S in KE1-KFC1 is comparable to that in the total Sic 
from the meteorite [7,8], which is usually recovered by destroying all carbonaceous material 
(including the Ne-E(L) carriers) and spinel. Apparently the bulk of the Sic is gas-poor. If so, 
then all future studies of Sic will have to distinguish between these two types; bulk properties 
of mixtures-e.g. presolar exposure age [7,8,9] may not be very meaningful. 

Conclusioq. I. There exkt at least 2 carriers of Ne-E(L). Both are graphitic, of grain size 
>I pm, but they differ in release T (700 vs 900-1000" C) and density (1.6-2.15 vs 2.15-2.20 
g/cm3). 2) n e s e  graphitic samples also contain most of the Kr-S, Xe-S in the meteorite? but 
apparently in a separate minor phase of exceeding& high fi-S, Xe-S concentration, probably Sic. 
The bulk of the S i c  in the meteorite seems to be gas-poor. 3) A minor carrier of planetary noble 
gases is also present. It is oxidation resistant and probably carbonaceous, but contains only -1p5 
of the total ArKiXe in the meteorite. 
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